
E.1.2. A base stock slate is a product line of base stocks from the same manufacturer that may 

have different viscosities or other properties, and are substituted in a finished oil without 

performance penalty and/or can be substituted to formulate different finished oil 

viscosity grades without performance penalty when applying viscosity grade read-across 

as permitted under Appendix F .  Base stocks in the slate will be of the same API Base Stock 

Group unless ---- straddling ------. The base stock manufacturer determines which base 

stocks are in the base stock slate. 

NEW PARAGRAPH IN “F.1.2  VISCOSITY-GRADE READ ACROSS GUIDELINES”: 

Viscosity grade read-across is based on the principle that base stocks within a slate are 

technically substitutable. Use of these Guidelines does not absolve the lubricant marketer of 

the responsibility for the actual performance of the licensed product 

 

Editorial changes: 

Change #1 

E.1.2. A base stock slate is a product line of base stocks from the same manufacturer that may 

have different viscosities or other properties, and can be substituted in a finished oil without 

performance penalty and/or can be substituted to formulate different finished oil 

viscosity grades without performance penalty when applying viscosity grade read-across 

as permitted under Appendix F .  Base stocks in the slate will be of the same API Base Stock 

Group unless ---- straddling ------. The base stock manufacturer determines which base 

stocks are in the base stock slate. 

Change #2 

E.1.2. A base stock slate is a product line of base stocks from the same manufacturer that may 

have different viscosities or other properties, and are substitutable in a finished oil without 

performance penalty and/or can be substituted to formulate different finished oil 

viscosity grades without performance penalty when applying viscosity grade read-across 

as permitted under Appendix F .  Base stocks in the slate will be of the same API Base Stock 

Group unless ---- straddling ------. The base stock manufacturer determines which base 

stocks are in the base stock slate. 

 

 


